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This invention relates to ball pens of the type in which 
the writing unit is retractably mounted within the barrel 
of the pen. This writing unit usually comprises a tubu 
lar ink reservoir terminating in a conical tip in which 
the ball is mounted. Various means have been devised 
for moving the writing unit from its retracted position 
within the barrel of the pen to writing position with the 
ball tip projecting beyond the barrel, and for latching it 
there, It is the object of the present invention to pro 
vide improved means, simple, eilicient and inexpensive, 
for doing this. 

ln attaining this object we provide the upper_ end of 
the barrel with a projecting plunger, the lower end of 
which is provided at one side with a laterally projecting 
latch and on the other side with a sloping cam surface 
which operatively engages the upper end of the writing 
unit either directly or preferably through a plug having 
a conical top. The upper end of the barrel is provided 
with a keyway or guide in which the plunger slides, and 
a slot below the keyway designed to receive the latch 
in its lowermost position. A spring normally holds the 
writing unit in retracted position pressing against the 
bottom of the plunger and pushing the upper end of it 
through the top of the barrel. To project the ball tip 
of the writing unit beyond the lower end of the barrel 
and into writing position, the operator presses on the 
plunger. As the plunger descends, the writing unit de 
scends with it until the latch registers with the slot, where 
upon the spring, acting through the writing unit, cants 
the plunger to one side, forcing the latch through the slot, 
and holding it there. To retract the writing unit, the 
operator releases the latch by pressing it back through 
the slot, whereupon the spring forces the writing unit and 
plunger upward into their original positions. 

ln the accompanying drawing we have illustrated a 
preferred embodiment of our invention. ln these draw 
ings, 

Figure l is a longitudinal section through the ball pen 
showing the writing unit in retracted position, 

Figure 2 is a section similar to Figure l, but showing 
the writing unit projected into writing position and held 
there by the latch, 

Figure 3 is an elevation on an enlarged scale, partly 
in section along a plane at right angles to the plane of 
sections 1 and 2, of the upper end of the pen showing 
the plunger and latch in the position of Figure 1, and 

Figure 4 is a view similar to Figure 3, but showing the 
plunger and latch in the position of Figure 2. 

ln these drawings 1 is the barrel of the pen, usually 
made of hard mbber or some suitable plastic, which 
houses the writing unit 2, comprising a tubular ink reser 
voir 3 terminating in a conical tip 4 in which the ball 5 
is mounted. A coil spring 6 encircles the writing unit 
near its lower end and lies between an annular shoulder 7 
in the bore of the barrel 1 and an enlargement 8 on the 
ink reservoir. As shown in Figure l, this spring nor 
mally holds the writing unit in retracted position. 
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Mounted on the upper end of the writing unit is a 
cylindrical plug or cover 9 having a socket 10 at its lower 
end for loosely receiving the writing unit and _having 
a conical tip 11 at its upper end. The plug 9 is slidingly 
mounted in an enlarged bore 12 in the upper end of the 
barrel 1. 
Mounted on the upper end of the barrel, and forming 

a part of it, is a dome-shaped cap 13 into which the plug 
9 extends. A plunger 14 overlies the conical top of 
the plug 9 and projects upwardly through an opening 15 
at the top of the cap. This plunger comprises a cylin 
drical part 16, which passes through the opening 15, and 
a ñat-sided part 17 which lies within the cap and, being 
larger than the opening 15, prevents the plunger from 
falling out. Extending laterally from the lower end of 
the plunger is a latch 18, while the bottom of the plunger 
slopes upwardly to form an arcuate cam 19. The plunger 
is preferably molded of plastic or die-cast metal. 
As shown most clearly in Figures 3 and 4, the cap 13 

is provided with a vertical keyway 21 between the walls 
of which the hat-sided part of the plunger lies and is 
guided in its vertical movement. Below this keyway the 
cap 13 is provided with a slot 22 which is in registry with 
the latch 18 in its lowermost position, as shown best in 
Figures 2 and 4. 
When the writing unit is in its retracted position, as 

shown in Figure l, the spring 6, based on the annular 
shoulder 7 and engaging the enlargement 8, forces the 
writing unit upwardly so that the conical top of the plug 
9 bears against the bottom of the plunger and the tip of 
the latch 18 bears against the inner face of the cap. To 
project the writing unit downward into writing position, 
as shown in Figure 2, the operator presses on the cylin 
drical end 16 of the plunger 14, moving the plug 9 and 
the writing unit downward with it. As the plunger is 
pressed inward, the cam 19 rides along the conical top 
11 of the plug 9 and it and the latch 18 are canted to 
one side to cause the latch 18 to enter and project through 
the slot 22 as shown in Fig. 2. The latch is then held 
against the upper wall 23 of the slot by the pressure of 
the spring. Thus, the upper wall 23 forms means for 
engaging the latch, when the plunger is moved inward, 
to hold the writing unit in writing position. At the same 
time the ball tip of the pen is projected beyond the lower 
end of the barrel and the pen is ready for writing. When 
the writer has ñnished using the pen and wishes to return 
it to his pocket he depresses the latch 1S, thus freeing it 
from the slot 22, whereupon the spring retracts the writ 
ing unit, the parts once more assuming the position 
shown in Figure l. 
We claim: 
l. A ball pen comprising a writing unit, a barrel hous 

ing the unit, a spring exerting a force against the unit in 
a direction to hold it retracted within the barrel, a cap 
on the upper end of the barrel, a plug on the writing unit 
having a conical top extending into the cap, a plunger 
extending through the top of the cap for moving the writ 
ing unit into writing position, a keyway in the cap in 
which the plunger slides, av latch on the plunger extend 
ing laterally of the barrel axis, and a cam on the bottom 
of the plunger engaging the conical top of the plug, the 
cap having a slot below the keyway in registry with the 
latch in its lowermost position, the plug and plunger 
being in alignment so that when the plunger is pushed 
inwardly the cam will engage the conical top of the plug 
and ride therealong and be canted to one side and the 
latch caused to enter the slot, the force of the spring at 
such time holding the latch against the upper wall of the 
slot and maintaining the writing unit in writing position. 

2. A ball pen comprising a writing unit, a barrel hous 
ing the unit, a spring exerting a force against the unit in 
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a direction _to hold it ,retracted within .the barrel, a plunger 
extending beyond the barrel lfor engaging the writing unit 
and moving it into writing position, a latch on the plunger 
extending laterally of the barrel axis, a cam on the vplunger 
for actuating ̀ said latch, means Vin the barrel for .engaging 
the latch inran inner position of ¿the plunger to hold the 
writing unit -in writing position, the writing unit having 

- a ,surface engagea‘ole by the cam >on linward movement 
of the plunger, said surface being inclined towards the 
latch-engaging means Íand 'longitudinally opposite the 
plunger so that when lthe plunger is moved inward the 
engagement of the Cam with said surface causes the .cam 
to ride along the inclined rsurface of the writing :unit toV 
move the latch member laterally Yand :to bring it into posi» 
tion to be engaged by said latch-engaging'means. 

3__A ball pen comprising a writing unit, a barrel hous 
ingthe unit, a spring exerting a force against the unit in 
a direction to hold it retracted ywithin the barrel, a plunger 
extending beyond the barrel for engaging the writing unit 
and moving it into writing position, a‘latch on the plunger 
extending laterally of the barrel axis, a cam .on _the plunger 
for actuating said latch, means in the ‘barrel ~for engaging 
the latch in an inner position of the plunger to hold the 
writing unit in writing position, the Writing unit having 
a surface engageable `by the cam on inward movement 
of the plunger, said surface ’being inclined towards the 
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4latcher.1„a2~1aiiIls' means and longitudinally opposite the 
plunger so that when the plunger is moved inward the 
engagement of the cam with said surface causes the cam 
to ride along the inclined surface of the writing unit 
and the plunger to be moved laterally and the latch to 
’oe brought into position to _be >engaged by said latch 
engaging means. ' ` 

4. A ball pen as set forth in claim 2 in which the 
barrel Vis provided with a slot to lreceive _the latch when 
it is moved laterally and the latch-engaging means Vis a 
wall detining said slot. 

5. A ball pen as set forth in claim 4 in which the 
inclined surface vof the Awriting vunit is a conical end 
thereof. 
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